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About This Game

Step into a stunning make-believe world in the first 3D hidden object adventure! The king's daughter has turned into a man-
eating monster, and either you find the cure, or it's off with your head! Put your keen powers of observation to work as you

search 14 eye-popping locations for clues, perform tasks for a variety of comical characters, and solve over 100 cunning
puzzles. If you enjoy original and exciting games, Elementary My Dear Majesty is for you!
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Well meh, I don't know but something is missing, no voicovers, "cinematics" are boring game barely started and I already don't
care, after some time playing game froze, well I can click and I am hearing something is happening but nothing showing on the
screen and there is not so much satisfaction playing this game.. I hope they can finally buy that Jacket "Lidl" Potato.
Also,
I really wanted a Jacket Potato now.. I am thoroughly enjoying this game. Full voice acting and more of the characters and their
personalities I love.

It's a game that just keeps you occupied if you like ones that are definitely made to be dealt with a completionist mindset, and
with the layout of the students changing every 2-3 hours in a span of 8am to midnight there's a lot to pay attention to and look
out for. The dungeon system is basically a simplified arcade brawler, like dragon's crown but really not as elaborate, that's good
for passing the time and handling with friends.
The models and the school's world are all around charming and I can't wait to explore more of it.. amazing graphics,good
playability really a good game from Senran Kagura Series. Good story, good gameplay, good graphics. If you are a WW II fan,
you must owe this flying simulator. The graphic are stunning and gorgeous. You really feel like you are in a cocpit of a Spitfire
or a Hurricane.

There is no story or that kind of stuff, which is a pitty. Nevertheless, the battles are epic and playing this game even on realism
is prety challenging. A JOYSTICK is a "MUST-NEED". I don't find it that entertaining without a joystick.

Overall, a MUST BUY for a WW II flying fan :-). I've played this game over numerous builds and it's only been recently that I
got into the end game and honestly I don't see how I lived before I created a network of trains that were automated to go out to
mining operations set out in the far distance and unloading it back at my main factory.

With a few mods added I managed to create an army of mobile tanks to help assist me in my revenge missions when the biters
would overrun said outpost.

Factorio is a game that not only takes time to learn, but it's also a game where you'll probably either start a new game frequently
as you learn or because you get wiped out. That being said, it definitely is a great game if you love efficiency and the
satisfaction of creating an automated factory.. As a few negative reviews state, the game starts out good and then turns into a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 puzzler with the illusion of choice.

Play around until you find exactly the single one strat to beat a level and hope that RNG who is utterly
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 does not screw you over, as in random environment effects pushing
enemies behind most of your traps, or that your traps with 3+ sec CD don't fire when no enemy is presented.

Balance is horrible, half the levels you can beat with 1 tower and a hand down your pants, others will take an hour off you and
you can't do anything but see the last 2 mobs reaching your portal.

This game seems like it had next to no testing, the added "challenge" in terms of runes is fun at first, but makes the game
unbeatable halfway through. The game does not really reward experimentation as it simply demands there is only one legit strat
for each level if you want the extra XP later on.

Overall, promising, but turned garbage pretty quickly because of no thought wasted on balance. If you don't use runes, you can
waltz essentially through the game with your eyes closed and have to be utterly handicapped to mess up a level, if you turn on
runes, well, see above. Fun? At first, later it's a chore and suffers from its own, ill-begotten, badly balanced mechanics.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 balance is never a good way to challenge a person, at it is certainly not a substitute for
it.. Reminiscent of Amnesia. Full of creepy atmosphere and haunting visuals.

Positives:
+ Imaginative hellscape.
+ Pretty fast loading times.
+ Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.

Negatives:
- Random framerate drops. (50 drops to 10 fps on a HD 4400 Graphics card.)
- Sluggish mouse movement. Turning and stopping seems delayed. (Turning off V-Sync fixes this.)
- Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.. There were a few bugs, but overall the game was entertaining.
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its a fun short speed orianted game but there are a few problems

you can start the level when the screen is white this makes the speed element not as important(im not sure if its a feature
because i felt some of the levels i barely made even when i moved when the screen was white

On the glue lvls when going over ledges on to another glue platform u can get stuck because u cant get under the
platform

the teleporters on the lvls go on sort of a timer and u can be teleported by getting close while lining up a jump

other than those previous minor problems it was challenging but not frustrating

9/10. Beautiful game, good concept. Horrid, horrid execution. Controls are weird, and it's nigh impossible to make back your
money if you've more than a few thieves. The guards are somehow omniscient; they always know where you've gone after
seeing you once, even if you've jumped across three rooves, scuttled down a wall, and hidden in (what I presume) was a closet.
Fighting is also not an option. If dead guards turn up, more come for the next heist. I wanted to like it, but I simply can't..
Seriously, I want to give this game 0, but I decided to give it one, because of the developers' skill of making quick money and
then hiding in the shadow. I bought this game because I was so stupid, and because I am a big fan of stronghold games, and was
hoping for any castle building RTS to replace Stronghold since the big disappointment of SH 3, but again SH 3 looks so perfect
comparing to this garbage that they call it Citadels, its buggy, ugly, doesn't work, unoriginal, even things they copied it from
other game they made it worse. Bunch of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ can make a better game than this, please avoid it at all cost, and if you
already have it, please uninstall it and don't play cause it may gives you AIDS. Works Great ubuntu 14.04. Really fun and gets
super hard. Great game to hop in to for a few minutes every now and then.. This game is basically a criminal game. It is simular
to the 'Unorginised Theif' but it has guns in the game. Unlike the 'Unorginised Theif' you don't need to rob important items in a
checklist.

Although this is a 'Early Access' game, you get to rob peoples stuff which will add to the money at the top of the screen. If you
have enough money, you can go to your escape vehicle to finish the level. Normally in each level, there is a 'safe' or a 'vault'
which will require a 'passcode' or a 'password'. You will have one try or multiple tries. If you fail, a alarm may be heard which
then the owner or the gaurds will shoot you. Some safes or vaults may have traps like example, lasers or trip wires. Going
through the lasers will trigger the alarm sound while the trip wires may kill you.

I quite find this really fun. I would love it more if the creater puts more levels in the game but in the near future, it will be so
much fun. The problem is thaf there a few glitches on this game that needs to be fixed.

Overall, I give this an 8/10.
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